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Main Gallery
Work by Hannah Lewis Davies and
Heidi Sian Smith

Lake House

Here Comes the Storm

- view -

 

Oriel Fach
Good as Gold – paintings by 
Helen Gillam

Rabbit child

- view -

 

Main gallery 3D area
A changing display of ceramics from
established artists and students

Churns by Caryl Davies

      
Oriel Q - Queens Hall Gallery, High Street, Narberth, Pembrokeshire, SA67 7AS [t] 01834 869454 Manager: Lynne Crompton

Simon Davies

On the stairs

15 September to 1 December
 

Simon grew up Pembrokeshire, a place that is quite rightly described as ‘picturesque’. Ironically, coming
from such an idyllic county, his body of work does not consist of a large number of landscapes. He says he
‘loves panoramic views and vistas’ but finds himself drawn to capturing images that are ‘more abstract,
almost microcosmic’ by comparison. In exploring the subject matter, he gravitates to using either deep or
shallow focal plains combined with the dramatic effects achieved through contrasting shadow and light.

Coming from a creative background he grew up with an interest in the arts, from music and film to
numerous outlets of the artistic medium. It was on a family trip to Canada that the then seven-year-old
discovered photography – when he got his first camera: a Kodak Instamatic X-15F. With it, he says, he
photographed whatever subjects he could find, even if it meant taking pictures of his toys! It was then that
he ‘realised the potential this device had in capturing images of the world around’ him and has been
exploring photography and creative design media ever since.

 

Concrete Sky Chain Shadow and Light

Underside Glow Lily

Cloudburst over Pembroke Clouds Wave Break
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Millpond Sunset Fence Luminance

Porous Remnants Barnacle

Burnt Abstract Frost Bark

Prices

Mounted black and white £45 each; framed £85
Mounted colour £50 each; framed £90
All photos are A4 prints in 16" x 12" overmount

Contact

mobile: 07791 690615
email: simond70@yahoo.com
website: www.simonfineartphoto.co.uk
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